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ABSTRACT
In recent years, we have witnessed the boom of social media platforms, through which people
have been generating a lot of social media data. This data touches almost every aspect of life and may
have significant societal and marketing values for a variety of corporations and organizations. Thus,
the development of effective techniques for gathering and analyzing social media content has attracted
much research attention. As social media data tends to be heterogeneous, conversational and fast
evolving in content, a recent work reported a multi-faceted approach to gather comprehensive brandrelated data by crawling data using evolving keywords, key users, similar image content and known
locations. Although such approach has been found to be effective in gathering representative data, it
also brings in a lot of noise. This paper aims to develop an accurate classifier to filter out noise by
taking into account the multimedia content and social nature of brand related data. In particular, we
develop a microblog filtering method based on a discriminative social-aware multiview embedding.
Besides the conventional content-based features, such as textual, low-level visual features, and highlevel visual semantic features, that form the three key views of microblogs, we also incorporate the
brand and social relations among the microblogs to learn a discriminative and social-aware embedding.
With such a learned embedding, an off-the-shelf classifier, such as SVM, can then be trained and
applied to microblog filtering. We verify the efficacy of our method on noise filtering in the brand data
gathering task on the Brand-Social-Net dataset. Our approach is able to achieve significantly better
filtering performance and improve the quality of brand data gathering.
Index Terms—Microblog filtering, Multiview embedding, Social graph.
I. INTRODUCTION
THe popularity of microblogging platforms,
such as Twitter1 and Sina Weibo2 , has
encouraged users to generate and share a huge
amount of social media data known as usergenerated contents (UGCs). These UGCs offer
real-time information resources for a wide
range of topics and are beneficial to a broad
Volume 06, Issue 05, July 2017

range of users and applications [21], [30].
Therefore, extensive research efforts have been
dedicated to social media analysis, such as
social event summarization [5], social network
analysis [3], [9], [10], social TV [16], and
sensing the topics [1]. Among the social
contents, brand related microblogs, which
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spread much faster than traditional media
content, have significant marketing values for
enterprises and governmental organizations
[12], [32]. For example, positive or negative
comments of a brand may impact the decision
of users on whether to purchase the product,
especially when the comments come from their
friends. As another example, sensitive news or
comments can often spread very fast across the
entire social network and become viral and
uncontrollable. As a result, it is essential for
companies and organizations to know what
people are talking about them in social network
and be able to take preventive actions if
necessary.

In social media gathering, brand data gathering
is an important and difficult task, which has
attracted much research attention ( [11], [20],
[33]) in recent years. Figure 1 shows an
example framework for this task, which
consists of two main stages: extended data
gathering and noise filtering. The objective of
extended data gathering is to gather a
comprehensive set of brand related data from
live social media streams using a variety of
techniques with the aim to improve data recall;
while the goal of the noise filtering step is to
remove the noise from the gathered data to
achieve high precision. The overall task is
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challenging due to several factors. First, the
short and conversational nature of microblogs
leads to rapid changes in content and
vocabularies in the related posts. Under such
circumstances, the use of a fixed set of
keywords is not adequate to track
representative data and analyze social exposure
for the target brand. Second, the content of
microblogs tends to be heterogeneous. For
example, it often consists of text, images,
and/or videos. Our recent study [11] shows that
about 40% of microblogs contain visual
content, while only a small portion of such
microblogs (about 30%) contains meaningful
text annotations. It is not easy to identify the
category of the microblog using just text or
image content individually. Considering the
rapid changed discussion background in
microblog platform, similar content may
convey different meanings when the
circumstance varies. Concern ing all these
properties of microblogs, microblog filtering is
much challenger than traditional image
classification. Figure 2 shows some example
microblogs containing text content, visual
content only, and both of the text content and
visual content together.
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This phenomenon increases the difficulties in
microblog data analysis, in which using text
analysis alone is inadequate. Thus, a multifaceted approach is needed for social media
processing to overcome the limitation of textual
keyword-based methods. Third, the social
media data is often accompanied with social
information, such as user friendship relations
and geographic network, which may contain
valuable information for brand data gathering
and analysis. The multimodal data in social
media has also attracted research attention from
various of fields. In [22], Ntalianis and
Doulamis proposed to jointly employ the
multimedia
content
for
human
life
summarization, where the content analysis is
comprised of visual content and other
associated metadata, such as date, events, likes,
and comments. Targeting the task of sensing
trending topics in Twitter, Aiello et al. [2]
proposed to explore the temporal distributions
of concepts to deal with heterogeneous streams.
For data gathering, [11] is the first attempt to
use a multifaceted approach to collect brandrelated microblogs in social media streams. In
this method, a set of seeds are selected based
upon the text-based search and logo detection.
After that, the text, social context, and visual
content of the seeds are used together to collect
more microblogs. In this way, a comprehensive
set of relevant microblogs can be obtained in
comparison to most existing approaches that
rely on text only. It is noted that the
improvement on data coverage comes at the
cost of bringing in a lot of noise. Therefore, an
effective noise filtering step is needed which is
the focus of this work. In this paper, we
propose a microblog filtering method, which is
Volume 06, Issue 05, July 2017

able to filter out noisy data from the gathered
microblogs for a given brand. The idea behind
our brand filtering. framework is to map the
social media data, microblogs in our case, into
a latent subspace that is not only discriminative
with respect to the target brand but also
consistent with various types of information,
including content features, such as textual and
visual content, and social features, such as user
relationship and spatial-temporal relatedness.
Specifically, we propose a multiview
embedding approach to jointly model the
textual content and visual content represented
using the lowlevel visual features and highlevel visual semantic features. We further
utilize the brand labels and social features as
regularizers in order to take into account both
brand and social relations. With the learned
embedding in the latent space, an SVM
classifier is trained and used for microblog
filtering. Following the brand data gathering
procedure in [11], we evaluate the proposed
microblog filtering method on the BrandSocial-Net dataset. The evaluation is conducted
on 3 million microblogs from Sina Weibo with
100 brands. We compare our method with
several existing filtering methods and the
experimental results demonstrate that our
method is able to achieve significantly better
performance. The work in [11] targets on
gathering data in social media streams, where a
multi-faceted approach is employed to
investigate different clues in microblog
platforms. Different from [11], this work
mainly focuses on filtering out the noise data in
microblog platform. [11] aims to improve the
coverage of data gathering, while the current
work is for the precision of data gathering.
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Therefore, this work can be used as the next
procedure after data gathering [11].
3. EXISTING SYSTEM
Relevant microblogs can be obtained in
comparison to most existing approaches that
rely on text only. It is noted that the
improvement on data coverage comes at the
cost of bringing in a lot of noise.
Therefore, an effective noise filtering step is
needed which is the focus of this work.
Compare our method with several existing
filtering methods and the experimental results
demonstrate that our method is able to achieve
significantly better performance.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed to jointly employ the
multimedia
content
for
human
life
summarization, where the content analysis is
comprised of visual content and other
associated metadata, such as date, events, likes,
and comments. Targeting the task of sensing
trending topics in Twitter, Aiello et al.
Proposed to explore the temporal distributions
of concepts to deal with heterogeneous streams.
We evaluate the proposed microblog
filtering method on the Brand-Social-Net
dataset. Proposed microblog filtering method
named discriminative social-aware multiview
embedding.
A
text-based
hashtag
recommendation approach, where the text
content was used to investigate the correlation
between the microblog and the hashtags
6. ALGORITHM:
Polynomial Algorithm
Volume 06, Issue 05, July 2017

Polynomial algorithm that is guaranteed to
terminate within a number of steps which is a
polynomial function of the size of the problem.
See also computational complexity, exponential
time, nondeterministic polynomial-time.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a microblog
filtering method, which can be used as the
noise filtering step for the brand data gathering
task. The key component of our method is a
discriminative
social-aware
multiview
embedding approach, which maps the
microblog content, consisting of three (or
more) views, into a latent space, while taking
into account the brand information and social
relations of microblogs.
We also discovered one interesting
property of social information from the
experiments that it makes more impact to
microblog filtering for brands that have
influential users with large social connections
and followings. It is noted that data labeling
requires a lot of manual work. Although we
have fully annotated all the data for evaluation
in this work, it is not affordable to label all the
coming data. Confronting the changing
circumstances in microblog platform, one
possible solution is to actively keep monitoring
the related data which can be used to
automatically update the training dataset
without additional human annotations.
There are still several open issues on
microblog filtering. First, learning the brandrelated visual context is an important issue, and
the ability to extract target object information
from the images and discover the associated
high-level semantic feature may greatly
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improve the microblog filtering results. Second,
the deep structure of social context such as
conversational graph structure of the
microblogs should be exploited to boost the
precision and recall of brand data prediction.
Last but not least, exploring the multiple-topic
information of microblogs via topic models
may provide more semantic level information,
and can be incorporated to enhance our
multiview embedding framework. For our
current work, there are also limitations. For the
brand-similarity grand and the social-similarity
graph, they are with high computational
complexity. For our task, our objective is to
filter the microblogs for a given target, such as
a brand. The current framework is able to
handle tens or hundreds of thousands
microblogs each time but has the limitation on
handling more data, such as 1 million data,
which is a limitation of our work.
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